Appendix 1: Sub Processors of Scooty
Here is a list of the main sub-processors of Scooty to whom the users’ personal data may be disclosed.
These data recipients are categorized below according to the sub-contractor and the purpose of the data
processing. Kindly note that this list may be amended from time to time to provide you with a better
and more accurate view of Scooty’s sub-processors at any given time.
1) Analytics
The services contained in this section enable Scooty to monitor and analyze web traffic and can be used
to keep track of user’s behaviour.
.
Data recipient

Service provided by the data recipient

Personal Data processed
on behalf of Scooty

GOOGLE INC

Google analytics: Google Analytics is a web analysis
service provided by Google Inc. (“Google”). Google
utilizes the data collected to track and examine the
use of Scooty, to prepare reports on its activities and
share them with other Google services. Google may
use the data collected to contextualize and
personalize the ads of its own advertising network.
Google AdWords conversion tracking: Google
AdWords conversion tracking is an analytics service
provided by Google Inc. that connects data from the
Google AdWords advertising network with actions
performed on Scooty
Google tag manager: Google Tag Manager is an
analytics service provided by Google Inc.
Display advertising extension for google analytics:
Google Analytics on Scooty might use Google's
Interest-based advertising, third-party audience data
and information from the DoubleClick Cookie to
extend analytics with demographics, interests and ads
interaction data.
Facebook ads conversion tracking: Facebook Ads
conversion tracking is an analytics service provided
by Facebook, Inc. that connects data from the
Facebook advertising network with actions
performed on Scooty.
Facebook analytics for apps: Facebook Analytics for
Apps is an analytics service provided by Facebook,
Inc.

Cookies and Usage Data.

Facebook Ads / Instagram Ads:
In order to be able to tailor our online marketing (e.g.
banner advertising) on the websites of our retargeting
partners (Facebook Ads and Instagram Ads) more
specifically to your needs and interests, we use socalled retargeting technologies.
Testflight: TestFlight is an analytics service provided
by Apple Inc.

Cookies and Usage Data.

FACEBOOK INC

APPLE INC
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Cookies and Usage Data.

Cookies and Usage Data.
Cookies and Usage Data.

Cookies and Usage Data.

Cookies and Usage Data.

Cookies, email address
and Usage Data.

TWITTER INC

Twitter ads conversion tracking: Twitter Ads
conversion tracking is an analytics service provided by
Twitter, Inc. that connects data from the Twitter
advertising network with actions performed on
Scooty.

Cookies and Usage Data.

2) Managing contacts and sending messages
This type of service makes it possible to manage a database of email contacts, phone contacts or any other
contact information to communicate with the user. These services may also collect data concerning the
date and time when the message was viewed by the user, as well as when the user interacted with it, such
as by clicking on links included in the message.
Data recipient

Service provided by the data recipient

Personal Data processed
on behalf of Scooty

MAILCHIMP

MailChimp is an email address management and
message sending service provided by The Rocket
Science Group, LLC.
Spryng is a phone numbers management and
communication service provided by Spryng.

Email address.

SPRYNG

ZENDESK

FIVE9

Phone number

Zendesk is a customer service platform that builds Name and surname, email
software to empower organization and customer address, emails record
between Scooty and the
relationships.

customers, telephone
number.
of
Five9 is a leading provider of cloud software for the Language/Country
enterprise contact center market. Five9 provides residence, phone number,
cloud contact center services (including but not work number, login
limited to automatic call distribution, automated details.

voice recordings and computer integration
telephony technology) to the data exporter.
3) Registration and authentification
By registering or authenticating, users allow Scooty to identify them and give them access to dedicated
services. Depending on what is described below, third parties may provide registration and authentication
services. In this case, Scooty will be able to access some data, stored by these third-party services, for
registration or identification purposes.
Data recipient
GOOGLE INC

TWITTER INC

FACEBOOK INC

Service provided by the data recipient

Personal Data processed
on behalf of Scooty
Google OAuth is a registration and authentication Various types of data as
service provided by Google Inc. and is connected to the specified in the privacy
Google network.
policy of the service
Twitter Oauth is a registration and authentication Various types of data as
service provided by Twitter, Inc. and is connected to the specified in the privacy
Twitter social network.
policy of the service
Facebook Authentication is a registration and Various types of data as
authentication service provided by Facebook, Inc. and specified in the privacy
is connected to the Facebook social network.
policy of the service
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4) Software Solution – Mobile Application
Software Solution – Mobile Application ensures smooth sharing operation of Scooters and thus the
performance of the Scooter-sharing Agreement. Software Solution is provided by the sub-contractor
processing Your personal data on behalf of Scooty to that effect.
Data recipient

Service provided by the data recipient

Personal Data processed
on behalf of Scooty

fleetbird GmbH

Fleetbird GmbH provides Scooty with the software
solution via mobile applications that are native apps
available for iOS & Android.

Personal master data,
communications
data
(e.g., telephone, email),
contract
master
data
(tariff,
contractual
relationship, product or
contractual
interest),
customer history, driver's
license,
information,
contract, billing data,
planning and control data,
information (from third
parties,
e.g.
credit
agencies,
or
public
directories).

5) Web hosting and backend infrastructure
This type of service is intended to host data and files that enable Scooty’s platform/ software to run and
be distributed as well as to provide a ready-made infrastructure to run specific features or parts of Scooty.
Some of these services work through geographically distributed servers, making it difficult to determine
the actual location where the personal data is stored.
Data recipient

Service provided by the data recipient

Personal Data processed
on behalf of Scooty

ONE.com

One.com is a hosting service provided by One.com.

Scooty users data (access
to Scooty Database)

SAP SE

SAP Business One is a cloud-based software which Name, surname and
provides for an Enterprise Resource Planner (“ERP”) address.
software solution. This type of software embeds a cloud
data storage service, which means that User’s Data may
be stored in the cloud space connected to the software
whenever the Data processed via the software is
synchronized with other databases. This service is
provided by the company SAP SE.

6) Handling payments
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Payment processing services enable Scooty to process payments by credit card, bank transfer or other
means. To ensure greater security, Scooty shares only the information necessary to execute the
transaction with the financial intermediaries handling the transaction. Some of these services may also
enable the sending of timed messages to the user, such as emails containing invoices or notifications
concerning the payment.
Data recipient

Service provided by the data recipient

Personal Data processed
on behalf of Scooty

STRIPE

Stripe is a payment service provided by Stripe.

Name, company, billing
address, phone number,
email address, cookies,
IP, credit card
information, amount of
money transferred

7) E-Scooters
Scooty uses the external provider of smart urban mobility solutions designing, manufacturing and
selling e-scooters. The sub-contractor processes Your personal data on behalf of Scooty to that effect

Data recipient

Service provided by the data recipient

NIU International
CO., Ltd

NIU provider of smart urban mobility solutions
designing, manufacturing and selling e-scooters.
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Personal Data processed
on behalf of Scooty
Technical Data,
Geolocalisation Data

